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Abstract. It is shown that functions whose values at the posi-

tive integers lie in a fixed algebraic number field with exponential

growth restrictions on the conjugates and common denominators of

these values must be polynomials if they can be represented by

functions which are analytic in sufficiently large disks of £-adic

planes.

1. Introduction. Polya's theorem characterizing the integer valued

polynomials among the integer valued entire functions in terms of

their growth rate has several distinct methods of proof and no doubt

several distinct generalizations to analytic functions of a non-

Archimedian variable. In this note we intend to consider functions

whose values at the positive integers lie in a fixed algebraic number

field K. Thus for any prime p we can represent these functions as

given at points of the £-adic unit disk with ¿>-adic values determined

by an embedding of K in the £-adic plane Í2P (that is the completion of

the algebraic closure of Qp). Of course, since the integers are no longer

discrete the function is uniquely determined by these values.

We can represent the function by the formal interpolation series

(1.1) /(*) = 2 c»(x - 1)(* -2) ■ ■ ■ (x-n)
n=0

where

g(x) — g(i)
(1.2) cn = (A„A„_i • • • Ai/)(W + 1),        Aig(x) = ^-^ •

x — t

Since all the terms beyond the first n vanish for x = n this series

converges to f(n) for positive integral values of x. From (1.2) we see

that the values cn lie in K and can be interpreted as lying in 0P. If

for some Rp 3:1 there exists a positive constant Mp so that
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(1.3) \cn \p ^ MPRP   ,       » = 0,1, 2, • •• .

Then the series (1.1) represents a function analytic in the disk

|x|p<Pp of fip.

In §2 we shall show conversely that generalized Taylor series of

type (1.1) exist for functions analytic in a disk of 12? and in §3 we

show that if we combine suitable limitations on the heights (or

rather "houses") of f(n) and their denominators with suitable

analyticity conditions on fix) in various S2P then we get criteria that

characterize f(x) as a polynomial.

In §4 we consider various generalizations of the theorem in §3

both as concerns the set of points at which the values are assumed

algebraic and the possibilities of relaxing the condition that all

values lie in a fixed number field.

2. Generalized Taylor series in Qp.

2.1 Lemma. Let f(x) be analytic for xE&P, \x\p?SR, where R is in

the valuation group of £lp (that is R is a rational power of p) and let

\Xi, x2, ■ ■ ■ } be a sequence satisfying \xn\p^R; n = \, 2, ■ ■ ■ . Then

f(x) has a generalized Taylor series expansion

(2.2) f(x) = X cn(x — Xi)(x — x2) ■ ■ ■ (x — xn).

Here

(2.3) | cn \pRn —> 0       as n —> =°.

Conversely, every f satisfying (2.2) and (2.3) represents a function

analytic in \ x \ p ̂  R.

Note. This interpolation theorem is typically stronger than the

analogous theorem for analytic functions of a complex variable,

where the points xn would have to be bounded away from the boun-

dary of the disk of analyticity. A residual complication would re-

main if we were to deal with a radius R which is not in the valuation

group. In that case the rate of convergence of max¿s„|x¿| p to R

would have to be restricted in a manner which depends on the func-

tion /.

Proof. By a function analytic in \x\ P^R, where R is in the valua-

tion group of fi,, we mean a function

00

(2.4) f(x) = £ <*»*"
n-0

with I a„ | PR"—»0 as n—> °°.
Now if the x„ are all distinct then the c„ can be computed by
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g(x) — g(xi)
(2.5) cn = (A„A„_i • • • Aif)(xn+i)    where A,g(x) =- •

Thus

QO

(2.6) cn  =  ¿I an+kPn,k(Xl, x2, •  •  ■ , Xn+l)

where Pn,k is a homogeneous polynomial of degree k with integral

coefficients. Taking absolute values on both sides of (2.6) we there-

fore get

(2.7) | cn \pRn ^ max | an+lc \pR"+k -* 0
tèo

as n—> oo. The case in which the xn are not all distinct can be handled

by using derivatives in addition to difference quotients or as a limit-

ing case of distinct xn since (2.6) shows that the c„ are continuous

functions of the xn.

Now according to (2.7) the series (2.2) converges uniformly in

|x|j,^i? and thus represents an analytic function g(x) in |x|p^i?.

The function/(x) —g(x) is therefore analytic in \x\ P^R and has the

infinite sequence [xi, x2, • ■ • j of zeros (counting multiplicities) in

that disk. This is possible only if f = g.

3. Main theorem.

3.1 Theorem. Let K be an algebraic number field of degree d. Let

f(n)EK for n = i, 2, • • • and let Dn be a positive integer so that

D„f(i) is an integer of K for i = 1, 2, ■ • • , n.

Assume

,, „s .. log(max{Z)B, \f(n)\ })
(3.2) hm sup- = 7 < œ

where, as usual, \ a \ stands for the maximal absolute value of the con-

jugates of a.

Let P be a finite set of primes such that for each pEP the field K has

ev isometric (conjugate) embeddings in ilpfor which f(n) are the values of

a function analytic in a disk \x\p^Rp where Rp¡íl.

If

(3.3) Il (plllp-1)RP)e'p > 2de!td->.

then f(x) is a polynomial.
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Note that (3.3) is satisfied for any d and y if / is entire in any itp.

In that case we could combine growth conditions on max\f(x) \ p with

conditions on f(n) that are somewhat weaker than those in (3.2).

Proof. Since (3.3) is a strict inequality we may assume that the

Rp in question lie in the valuation group of flP. Thus for each of the

given embeddings of K in Qp we get expansions of f(x) in the form

(1.1) and according to (2.7) we have constants Mp so that

(3.4) \cn\pu MpR~n   for p E P-

Also from (2.5) we get

n+1 f(i)

(3.5) cn = Z (-D-V     u; -T-, ■
,=i (i — 1) \(n — i) !

Thus, setting c'„ = (n — 1) !c„ we get

n+l   tn _  ]\

(3.6) A,¿=£( )(-l)n-iDnf(i)
i«i \i — 1/

where the right side is an integer of K. Using (3.2) we get

(3.7) | ZW |   < c2»e2«<T+<)

or, for the norm N(Dncñ), we have

(3.8) | N(Dnc'n) |   g  | DnCr: \d < c2»VndW

for all large n.

On the other hand we get from (3.4), and the fact that all con-

jugates of Dnc'n have p-adic absolute value g 1, that

| N(Dnc'n) |p g  | Dn(n - l)!o„ \PP Ú  | (« - l)!c„ |?

(3.9) ^ \r"*-wf%Mjç\%

< (p-^R-1+<r

for all large n.

Now, if Cn^O, then since Dnc'nis an integer we must have

(3.10) i N(Dncn) i ^ n i ^(¿>n¿) i;\

Substituting (3.8) and (3.9) in (3.10) we get

(3.11) (2Vd? + e)» > II (Pinp~l)Rp - e)"4»
pep
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for all large n. Since (3.11) contradicts (3.3) we must have c„ = 0 for

all large n; in other words/(x) is a polynomial.

We may ask to what extent condition (3.2) is necessary for Theorem

3.1. The following example shows how vital it is.

3.12 Example. Let <p(n) be any monotonically increasing function

which tends to °o. Then the function

t* i*\   * i      V* TT J»*<»)/<2* i«« **>] (* - V(x - 2) ■ ■ ■ (x- n)
(3.13) /(*) = Z^llpk -;-

n-0 Jfc-X W!

has integral values at the integers with

(3.14) log |/(re) |   g log(2"e"*(")) = n(<b(n) + log 2)

while there exist positive constants kp with

(3.15) |c»|p    <p —>0    as « —» »

so that/(x) is £-adically entire for all p.

4. Generalizations. Instead of considering the values/(re) we could

have considered other Radically bounded sequences \x\, x2, ■ ■ • }

of algebraic numbers; the main complication would arise in assessing

the algebraic behavior of cn. The analog of (3.5) is

n+l n

(4.1) cn = £/(*<) n (*< - «i)-\
»=1 j^l'.J^i

so that we need bounds on the denominators and the absolute values

introduced by the factorsII(*<—*y)-1 on the right. In the case of the

integers this task was simplified by the use of the common denomina-

tor (» — 1)! and the binomial coefficients.

Instead of considering values in a fixed algebraic number field K

we could let the fields Kn generated by f(x{), ■ • ■ , f(xn) grow in de-

gree with re. The corresponding estimates of the norms of the co-

efficients cn would then also involve varying exponents dn.

Finally, as mentioned, we could strengthen the analyticity condi-

tions on the £-adic functions f(x) and correspondingly weaken the

arithmetical conditions on/(re).

We did not explicitly emphasize the possible interpretation of f(x)

as a complex analytic function. However, for example our condition

(3.2) would be an immediate consequence of the hypothesis that

f(x) is an integral valued entire function of exponential type ^7.
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